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ABSTRACT. Nunavut communities currently depend on imported diesel fuel for virtually all of their energy needs. This dependency not only hinders the ability of communities to be self-sufficient, but also has negative impacts on their environment, health, and social well-being. The current practices waste 65% of the energy created and place a serious economic strain on the society by consuming 20% of the government’s annual budget. Although renewable energy technologies (RETs) could partially offset diesel use, there is a lack of sufficient information to mold appropriate policy. This investigation of community perspectives contributes to information needed to develop sustainable energy policies for Nunavut. Open-ended interviews with approximately 10 members from each of three communities were studied using logical analysis, pattern coding, and content analysis. The respondents’ greatest concerns about energy in Nunavut are the impacts of technology on the environment and the economy and the lack of government initiatives to explore RETs. In identifying these concerns, respondents expressed an overwhelming need to protect their land and wildlife, likely stemming from Nunavut’s dominant Inuit culture. Moreover, Nunavummiut generally supported wind and solar power in their community, but greatly opposed hydropower, though some of these views on hydropower might shift if better information were available to residents. Finally, respondents suggested a variety of community-accepted actions that could be used to increase RET expansion in Nunavut. These actions fit into four categories: policy development, economics, suitable RETs, and capacity and knowledge building.
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INTRODUCTION

Nunavut, like many other circumpolar regions, faces a number of significant challenges to its long-term sustainability due to ongoing pressures from modernization and development, which have led communities to become dependent on imported diesel fuel to provide electricity, transportation, and heat energy (GN, 2007a, b). This dependency not only hinders the ability of communities to be self-sufficient, but also has a negative impact on their health, their social and economic well-being, and the environment and land upon which Inuit depend (GN, 2010). As diesel prices, energy consumption, and infrastructure needs increase in the future, Nunavut will face even greater challenges to establishing self-sufficient and healthy communities (GN, 2007a, b, 2010).

One promising solution to enable Nunavut communities to become more energy independent while decreasing the negative impact of diesel fuel is to develop renewable energy technology (RET) projects in communities (St. Denis and Parker, 2009). The Qulliq Energy Corporation (QEC) has tested wind turbines in three communities (Nunavut Power, 2002), but even though the use of RETs has grown globally, no significant effort has been made by the federal or territorial government to integrate RETs into Nunavut communities (GN, 2007b; Arent et al., 2011). While the GN (2007a) has published an ambitious territorial energy strategy, Ikummatit: The Government of Nunavut Energy Strategy, it has yet to implement it.

The Government of Nunavut programs, services, and policy development are guided by the spirit of Inuit Qajuq-majatuaqangit (traditional knowledge) and the principles of Aajiigiitiginningiq (consensus decision-making), Piliriqatiggingniq (working together for a common purpose), Qanuq-tuunarnarriq (being resourceful to solve problems), and Avatitinnik Kamatsiarhiq (environmental stewardship) (GN, 2005, 2007a). Thus, the Government of Nunavut has a strong focus on community consultations and values the perspectives of Nunavummiut. In order to develop responsive and appropriate renewable energy policy in Nunavut, it is therefore essential that policy-makers have a clear understanding of Nunavummiut perspectives on renewable energy technologies (GN, 2005, 2007a). Moreover, policies that take into account the environmental, cultural, economic, and educational context of the communities are more likely to be effective and sustainable, while simultaneously gaining community approval (Hall, 1992; Loka Institute, 2002; Pearce, 2006). This study explores the perspectives of Nunavummiut on the current energy situation in their communities, as well as potential future RET projects, to support the design of future sustainable energy policies for Nunavut. It uses open-ended qualitative interviews, which are analyzed using logical analysis, pattern coding, and content analysis. After presenting and analyzing results, it identifies actions that can be taken by government to increase community acceptance of RET projects and policies in Nunavut.

BACKGROUND

Nunavut

Nunavut, Canada’s newest territory, is located primarily north of 60° (Fig. 1) and encompasses about one-fifth of Canada’s landmass (GN, 2008). The territory, with a population that is 85% Inuit, is predominantly influenced by Aboriginal culture. As a result, there is a strong traditional and cultural attachment to Nunavut’s land, water, and wildlife (GN, 2010). Because of this tradition, there is a significant dependence on food harvested from the local environment, which galvanizes community concerns about sources of contamination from hydro or nuclear power.

In 2009, Nunavut’s population was about 32,200, spread across more than 20 remote communities ranging in size from 150 to about 7000 residents (GN, 2009, 2010). Residents of these remote communities face a number of challenges, including a lack of transportation infrastructure: no two communities are connected by road or rail (GN, 2009). Consequently, the territory has a very strong reliance on importing almost everything from the South using sealift (large-scale transportation by sea) or aircraft (Joint Ventures Ltd., 2003). The extreme and inclement weather conditions that are routine in the territory compound this isolation (GN, 2003), and the northern latitude means that communities face varying “light” and “dark” seasons throughout the year, as the number of sunlight hours that a community experiences daily varies each month (GN, 2009).

Current Nunavut Energy Situation

In Nunavut, communities have developed a strong dependence on diesel fuel for their energy needs, which include electricity, heat, and transportation (GN, 2007a). However, as this research focuses primarily on shifting electricity sources in Nunavut from diesel to renewable energy, the current electricity situation in Nunavut will be our main topic of discussion.

Currently, the QEC provides electricity to the remote Nunavut community grids through 26 diesel plants (London Economic Press, 2004; GN, 2007a, b; QEC, 2011a). These inefficient generators waste about 65% of the energy produced, although it should be noted that QEC has installed waste heat recovery systems in two communities and could significantly improve the energy efficiency of the systems in other communities by doing the same in the remaining plants (GN, 2007, 2009).

The Government of Nunavut estimated that it spends about one-fifth of its annual budget on the energy needs of the territory (GN, 2007a, b, 2010). Moreover, in 2007–08, the GN spent about $40.4 million on direct energy subsidies, a large portion of which supported the energy subsidy given to public housing residents (GN, 2010). The stress of paying for electricity in Nunavut can also be seen at the community level, where electricity rates climbed 19% in
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FIG. 1. Map of Nunavut.

2011 and reached $1.02/kWh in one community, compared to 11¢/kWh in Ontario (GNWT, 2008; CBC, 2011a; QEC, 2011b). This ongoing economic stress has limited the GN’s ability to address other pressures, including housing, education programs, health services, and food security (NTI, 2008, 2009; GN, 2009, 2010; Egeland et al., 2010).

In addition to economic stress on the territory, a number of environmental and health impacts are associated with diesel use. Diesel spills in Nunavut have been linked to land degradation and wildlife contamination, two issues that directly oppose the strong Inuit culture in Nunavut of respecting and protecting the environment (GN, 2008). Cases of diesel being spilt during shipping or fuel tankers running aground are also constant hazards associated with diesel dependency in Nunavut (GN, 2009). Diesel use produces extensive emissions, which have been linked to lower air quality and higher rates of asthma among community members (Boulet et al., 1999; CACP, 1999; Abelsohn et al., 2002; Weir, 2002; Cienciewicki and Jaspers, 2007; Sigaud et al., 2007). Finally, even the efficient burning of diesel fuel releases carbon dioxide, a known greenhouse gas that contributes to global climate change (IPCC, 2008). In Nunavut, temperatures, precipitation, the length of the seasons, the direction and strength of winds, and the predictability of the weather have all been affected by this climate destabilization (GN, 2001; NTI, 2001; Ford and Smit, 2004). Despite their relatively small contribution to greenhouse gas emissions, the residents of Nunavut have the highest per capita rates of greenhouse gas exposure in Canada, and among the highest in the world (GN, 2003). These gases further contribute to environmental degradation and threaten the traditional Inuit culture in Nunavut (Freeman and Carbyn, 1988). However, their presence provides the territory with the opportunity to show tremendous leadership on greenhouse gas reductions.

Renewable Energy Technologies

Renewable energy technologies (REts), which derive energy from natural processes such as sun, wind, and marine resources that are constantly replenished (Janssen and IEA Renewable Energy Working Party, 2002), have been used in many remote communities to shift the primary energy source away from diesel (St. Denis and Parker, 2009). In Canada, many communities have already begun to develop policies and programs that support RET expansion, such as the FIT program in Ontario and Nova Scotia (OPA, 2008, 2010; Smitherman, 2009; Nova Scotia Department of Energy, 2010). Aboriginal communities can also use these programs as a potentially powerful means of economic development (McLaughlin et al., 2010). Nonetheless, Nunavut still lags behind in this area (GN, 2007a). Though Nunavut established a handful of RETs in Rankin Inlet, Cambridge Bay, Kugluktuk, and Iqaluit in the 1980s and 1990s, the systems used outdated technologies that have not proven to be very successful in the North (NRCan, 1998; Ascher, 2002; Nunavut Power, 2002; GN, 2007b). However, new technology has been developed and tested successfully in other northern regions, making RETs a promising solution for Nunavut communities as they begin the transition to a more sustainable energy plan (Ross and Usher, 1995; Dignard-Bailey et al., 1998; Tammelin and Seifert, 2001; GN, 2007a; Windeyer, 2010).

Given the natural resources in Nunavut, the three most promising technologies that could be deployed in communities are solar photovoltaic (PV) technology, wind turbines, and run-of-river hydropower (GN, 2007a). Solar PV technology converts sunlight directly into electrical energy and provides the means for the basis of a sustainable energy system (Pearce, 2002). Wind energy is produced by harnessing and converting the kinetic energy of the wind into electricity using turbines that are mounted in areas that have favourable wind patterns (CanmetENERGY, 2009). Both PV and wind power are established forms of distributed generation whereby electric power is generated at various locations near the point of use, which makes them good candidates for Nunavut’s geographically isolated communities (McDonald et al., 2012). Both are also modular and can be designed to match any size of electrical load. Finally, run-of-river hydroelectricity projects are dramatically different in design and appearance from conventional
METHODS

To properly address the complexity of sustainable community-based development, it is essential to gain approval and buy-in from community members (Hall, 1992; Loka Institute, 2002). Qualitative, open-ended interviews offer an opportunity to learn participants’ judgments and terminology and explore the complexities of their perceptions and experiences (Patton, 1990; Israel et al., 2005). This study used such interviews to explore Nunavumiut perspectives on the acceptability of RETs for their communities and to draw conclusions regarding how these perspectives could be used to help guide policy-makers as they develop future renewable energy policies in Nunavut.

Data Collection

In determining the pool of respondents for the interviews, three Nunavut communities, Iqaluit, Rankin Inlet, and Resolute Bay, were chosen for their location, population size, and accessibility. Seventeen local residents, 12 Inuit and five non-Inuit, were asked to participate in short, open-ended qualitative interviews. If the residents agreed, the interviews were digitally recorded for accuracy. Respondents were identified by reputation through personal contacts in the communities and on the recommendation of other researchers in the field (Laumann and Knoke, 1987). To ensure a variety of Nunavumiut perspectives, interviewees included both Inuit and non-Inuit residents, who resided in small and large communities across Nunavut and lived in diverse social conditions. However, while the interview results provide insight into how many Nunavummiut perceive renewable energy, they are not completely representative of the general public.

The primary interview method employed was the semi-structured interview technique, which uses a predetermined set of questions, but varies the sequence and wording of the questions during the course of the interviews (Patton, 1990; Mikkelsen, 1995). In some cases, however, interviews used the informal conversational interview technique (Patton, 1990). Generally, interviews lasted for 10 to 30 minutes and aimed to determine community members’ perspectives on diesel use in their community and their views on the potential introduction of RETs.

Data Analysis

Three qualitative data analysis methods were employed to explore the perspectives of Nunavummiut. First, pattern coding was used to identify the overarching concepts found in the interview results. These concepts helped separate the results of the interviews into four categories: (1) perceived impacts of diesel, (2) perspectives on renewable energy (3) perceived factors hindering renewable energy expansion, and (4) perceived potential positive and negative policy actions. Content analysis was then used to determine the frequency of use of local terms. This analysis allowed us to break down the four categories into sub-categories and assess what issues respondents consider most important to address as new policies are developed (Miles and Huberman, 1984; Patton, 1990). Finally, logical analysis was used to discuss the underlying themes within the interviews (Patton, 1990) that may have influenced participants’ views on renewable energy use in Nunavut.

RESULTS

Pattern coding and content analysis identified a number of ideas discussed by the interviewees that reveal the various perspectives of Nunavut residents on diesel use and renewable energy expansion in their communities. These results are especially important in Nunavut to follow the spirit of Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit (IQ) and provide policymakers with an understanding of community concerns regarding RETs and steps that should be taken to gain community support or address community concerns.

Impacts of Diesel Use on Nunavut Communities

To understand the potential positive impact that respondents believe renewable energy may have in their community, it is important to explore the perceived impacts of current diesel use. Respondents were asked to describe the current electricity situation in their community and any impacts they have seen from it. The 17 residents identified five major impacts: 1) environmental impacts (11 responses), 2) economic impacts (7 responses), 3) total reliance on diesel or lack of back-up electricity and alternatives (5 responses), 4) noise pollution (2 responses), and 5) health impacts (1 response).

The impact most identified by residents was that of diesel on the environment; often described as the discharge of emissions into the communities, causing air pollution; however, some noted other environmental impacts such as fuel spills, brown smoke covering Frobisher Bay and blue smog...
surrounding fiords near Arctic Bay. Respondents identified these last two impacts as those they believe to be direct impacts of the emissions from the diesel generators.

The second most frequent impact that respondents discussed in their interviews was the perceived negative economic impact of diesel use on their communities. Generally residents said that the cost of electricity poses a serious economic stress on their day-to-day life. A mayor disclosed that in some extreme cases he has witnessed “people [going] with no clothes.”

The third most mentioned impact, identified by five respondents, is the lack of back-up electricity options in the communities. As one Rankin Inlet resident explains, the virtually complete reliance on diesel fuel puts the community in a precipitous situation. Broken-down diesel generators have caused power outages in the middle of the winter because the Nunavut energy portfolio has no back-up energy systems built into the isolated grid. Finally, respondents explained that because the QEC has a monopoly on Nunavut’s utilities, there are no alternative (independent) energy sources for community members to choose from if they prefer not to use diesel-generated power.

Other impacts identified by respondents include noise pollution from the generators and various health impacts within the community. One Resolute Bay resident explains, “the power plant is…anti-Arctic in some ways because it makes a hell of a lot of noise!” Later, this same resident explained that in his opinion, the diesel generators have created a lower quality of air for people in the community, and that this is likely occurring across the territory.

Understanding the perceived impacts of diesel use on communities is important for two reasons. First, it provides policy-makers with an understanding of the concerns that Nunavummiut have with regard to RETs, information that can be used as a baseline to help guide new RET policies and programs as they are developed. Second, the fact that RETs would not cause the same concerns as diesel might make communities more likely to support them. This support is important, since sustainable, community-based development requires approval and buy-in from community members.

Nunavummiut Perspectives on Renewable Energy Technologies

The interviews showed that Nunavummiut perspectives on RETs (positive, negative, or no opinion) differed for the three types of technology (solar energy, wind energy, and hydropower). For solar energy, 9 respondents were positive, 7 were negative, and 1 had no opinion, and the comparable figures for wind energy were 11, 5, and 1. Hydropower was viewed much more negatively, with only 6 positive and 11 negative responses.

Solar Energy: In discussing the use of solar energy in Nunavut, nine residents believed that it could be successful in their community, while seven felt that it should not be pursued as an alternative to diesel. In both cases, the discussion of solar energy focused largely on the solar resources that exist in Nunavut. Respondents who supported solar energy felt that it should be explored, given the excellent solar resources Nunavut has in summer, especially in the more northern communities, which experience 24-hour sunlight in the summer months. These respondents believed solar energy could be a viable option to offset diesel electricity in the summer months. Respondents who opposed solar energy focused on the lack of sunlight during the winter. They argue that if the technology cannot be used year-round, it is not worth pursuing.

Wind Energy: Respondents’ views on wind energy were very similar to those on solar energy, in that they generally supported the development of wind energy in their communities. Eleven respondents expressed a positive disposition towards wind energy, while only five opposed it. Perspectives on wind energy were again shaped by the knowledge respondents had of wind resources in their local communities. Respondents from Iqaluit, Rankin Inlet, and Resolute Bay who supported wind energy argued that in their opinion, the strong and constant wind patterns in the region could be excellent conditions for successful wind energy production. Those who opposed wind energy believed that these strong wind patterns, combined with unpredictably cold temperatures (-60°C or colder) and extreme rain and snowstorms, would likely cause mechanical failures of the turbines. Often these concerns were based on unsuccessful wind turbine deployment in Nunavut in the past. One resident shared his experience with the wind turbine in Cambridge Bay, which he said broke down and eventually fell down because it had not been properly maintained after very strong winds had caused it to seize. Throughout the interviews, respondents who opposed wind energy referred to similar stories, indicating that these past failures have created a somewhat negative image of wind energy in Nunavut. However, respondents did explain that this negative representation could be undone if residents were exposed to the realities of wind energy in the North. Moreover, a former community mayor explained, “If we’re going to look at the big picture, we shouldn’t just eliminate one [technology] because one new technology didn’t work… I think there’s some newer [wind technologies] that [are] working.”

Hydropower: Respondents were much more negative about hydropower, with 11 against it and only six supporting it. In general, those who did not support hydropower believed that it would have a negative impact on the land and wildlife. One respondent explained:

Look [at] what’s happened in northern Quebec [and] Ontario—the Native people over there can’t even eat their fish anymore. It’s too full of mercury from the lands being flooded and the forest being flooded which put mercury and contaminants into the fish.

Other similar stories arose in the interviews, and respondents explained that they believe many other
Residents have come to disapprove of future hydropower development in the territory. However, a small number of respondents supported hydropower in Nunavut, mainly because they believe this energy source could provide the biggest electricity pay-off compared to other alternative energy sources.

Factors Perceived as Hindering Renewable Energy Expansion in Nunavut

An important step toward understanding the overall perspective of Nunavummiut on RETs, which is especially important in Nunavut, where IQ guides policies, is to identify the factors that residents perceive to hinder RET expansion in Nunavut. Respondents named six such factors: (1) RETs are costly (9 responses); (2) they are environmentally unfriendly (6 responses); (3) federal and territorial governments are not trying to find creative solutions (5 responses); (4) RET technology is not designed for the North (3 responses); (5) communities lack knowledge of RETS (3 responses); and (6) they also lack skills needed to maintain RET systems (1 response).

The main factor that Nunavummiut identified is the perceived high upfront capital cost of RET systems and the lack of available funding to support the necessary infrastructure needed for RET expansion. As one respondent explained:

Nobody likes the current situation. However, because the cost of living, the cost of any kind of construction or infrastructure is so expensive here, we’re caught between a rock and a hard place and the Nunavut government is already strapped for cash.

Other respondents made similar statements, reinforcing the notion that they feel the cost of RETs and infrastructure development has been a major barrier to RET expansion.

The second major factor preventing RET expansion that respondents identified is the perception that RETs are environmentally unfriendly. They believe RETs pose the risk of negatively impacting land, water, wildlife, and aquatic life. Some respondents expressed their fear that wind turbines will have a negative impact on migratory bird patterns and that hydro dams will affect migratory Arctic char patterns.

The third factor respondents perceived as preventing RET expansion is a lack of creativity and initiative on the part of the territorial and federal government to develop and explore alternative energy sources. One resident explained that from her perspective, the territorial government has been very myopic with regard to developing alternative energy sources in Nunavut. Another resident, a former member of the Nunavut Legislative Assembly, explained that in his political experience, there was inertia in bringing the federal government to the table to discuss alternative energy issues. From a Nunavummiut perspective, a lack of government support for renewable energy has likely hindered future expansion of RETs in the territory.

A fourth factor that respondents believe has delayed RET deployment is that current RETs have not been designed or adapted for northern climates. Respondents who have been exposed to the current (or past) RET systems in Nunavut believe that these projects were unsuccessful because of mechanical failures due to the extreme and unpredictable Nunavut weather conditions. One frustrated Rankin Inlet resident stated, “That damn windmill doesn’t work!” She later went on to explain that the community jokes that the turbine turns only when “hotshot politicians visit the community.” These unsuccessful RET projects have led residents to question the potential for future success of renewable energy in Nunavut.

An additional factor hindering RET expansion, as identified by Nunavummiut, is a perceived knowledge gap within communities regarding renewable energy. The mayor of one community feels that most Nunavummiut are simply unaware of what alternatives exist and how much these alternatives would cost or benefit the community. A resident in Iqaluit emphasized this point; he thinks residents in some communities might be resistant to renewable energy either because they are not aware of the pros and cons of RETs or have been misinformed. Many respondents believe that this knowledge gap has likely slowed RET expansion in Nunavut.

The final factor noted is a capacity gap within communities related to installing and maintaining RETs. A former Rankin Inlet resident described the many capacity issues associated with the use of the turbine in Rankin Inlet:

I know in Rankin, one of the problems with the windmill… is having enough skilled and trained staff to maintain it. I know that’s been a problem and one of the reasons [why] the windmill has been there for over 10 years, but [has] only been operational for a small percentage of that time.

According to respondents, the ability of communities to support RET installation and maintenance is inadequate and has likely hindered renewable energy expansion in Nunavut.

Positive and Negative Policy Actions Suggested by Respondents

The final topic discussed in the interviews was what positive policy actions respondents believe that the government should take to support RET expansion, and what policies they believe would have negative effects. Respondents mentioned actions in four categories: (1) policy development, (2) economics, (3) suitable RETs and (4) capacity and knowledge building (Table 1).

Policy Development, the first action category identified by respondents, focuses largely on the importance of involving community members in any future renewable energy discussions in Nunavut. Many respondents suggested specific ways to foster participation, including...
DISCUSSION

Overarching Knowledge Gap Regarding Energy

In discussing the topics of diesel-generated and renewable energy with respondents, it became immediately apparent that many had a limited understanding of anything energy-related, including the current energy system in their community and specific details surrounding renewable energy. However, one subject that respondents were able to discuss frankly was the impact of electricity prices on their families, though this was often only a problem for residents who were also homeowners in the community. This is likely because residents in government-owned housing pay largely subsidized flat electricity rates and therefore are not exposed to the true cost of electricity (McDonald, 2011).

A knowledge gap also emerged regarding the respondents’ understanding of the three types of RETs discussed: solar, wind, and hydropower. This gap was especially apparent in discussions involving hydropower, as many respondents were not aware of the various forms of hydropower, and during their interviews, they assumed that all hydropower systems would flood and contaminate the land. The likely cause of this knowledge gap is the limited exposure that Nunavut residents have had to renewable energy.

However, a number of solutions could address this barrier. First, the Government of Nunavut could mitigate the fears of Nunavummiut about the possible impact of RETs on the land, wildlife, and environment by performing environmental assessments (EAs) prior to any RET development to determine the true impact of the technologies. Moreover, these EAs could be combined with extensive community consultations on the subject of renewable energy to increase community awareness of these technologies. Such consultations not only follow the spirit of IQ, but also are an essential part of community-based research, which supports the successful development of policies in Aboriginal communities (Leung et al., 2004; Minkler, 2005). This approach, defined by the Loka Institute (2002), largely entails research “conducted by, for or with the participation of community members.” To ensure that these consultations and EAs are being properly understood by the community, government could also undertake follow-up exercises using deliberative polling: participants would be polled for their views before and after an information session on a technical or ill-understood issue, to determine how exposure to information on an issue changes opinions (Fishkin et al., 2000).

Combining these community consultations and future EAs will likely help to mitigate the knowledge gap that became apparent in our discussions of diesel-generated electricity and renewable energy with various Nunavut residents and might also change community views. Moreover, in addressing this knowledge gap, residents may become more inclined to buy into new renewable energy policies and programs, supporting the principles of Aajiiqatigiiniq and Piliriqatigiiniq.

Frustration with Bureaucratic Barriers

Another theme that emerged from the interview responses is residents’ dissatisfaction with bureaucratic barriers within government that discourage a shift to renewable energy. There was evident frustration among residents regarding the lack of communication between government at various levels and the local residents regarding the Nunavut energy situation, especially in regard to diesel alternatives. This communication breakdown appeared to lead many to detach themselves from the energy problems that exist in Nunavut, while also causing residents, municipal government, and territorial government to work independently rather than together as they explore RETs. In its publication Ikummatiiit: The Government of Nunavut Energy Strategy (2007), the Nunavut government outlined a strategy to create an energy system in Nunavut that is affordable, sustainable, reliable, and environmentally responsible (GN, 2007a). A brief discussion of renewable energy introduced the idea of integrating hydropower and residual...
heating in Nunavut communities and stressed the importance of energy efficiency and energy reductions across the territory. Nonetheless, there has been little movement toward implementing the renewable energy actions outlined in the Energy Strategy.

Reluctant Acceptance of Diesel Energy

Finally, the results of the interviews exposed what can be defined as a reluctant acceptance of diesel energy by communities. Though respondents indicated that they were greatly dissatisfied with the current energy situation in Nunavut, the manner in which they responded revealed that they have in fact accepted diesel energy, despite the negative environmental, health, economic, and social concerns. These concerns are supported by the literature, which shows that diesel generators and engines have been linked to polluting the air, water, and soil in the region (Lloyd and Cackette, 2001). However, one can assume that the reason residents have accepted diesel energy with all its drawbacks is that electricity is a necessity in the North: one cannot live comfortably in such extreme conditions without it. It should, nevertheless, be noted that within the largely defeatist atmosphere, a sense of optimism lingered among residents because alternatives exist that could improve their quality of life and that of future generations. This optimism is likely propelled by the small-scale success of renewable energy pilot projects in Rankin Inlet and Iqaluit.

The Importance of Renewable Energy Economics In Nunavut

Cost was a theme that emerged continually throughout the interviews with Nunavummiut on renewable energy, probably because energy already takes up about 20% of the Government of Nunavut’s annual budget, and electricity prices in Nunavut are about five to ten times higher than those in southern Canada (GN, 2007a; GNWT, 2008; CBC, 2011a; QEC, 2011b). Moreover, the high cost of electricity and diesel in Nunavut can limit the funding available for other daily necessities such as health services, food security, and education (Anon., 2008; NTI, 2008, 2009; GN, 2009, 2010; Egeland et al., 2010; McDonald, 2011).

Consequently, interview respondents often shifted the discussion to focus on the economics of energy, which included maintaining or lowering living costs in Nunavut. Moreover, with the recent 19% rate increase across the territory, diesel-generated electricity prices in Nunavut will likely become an even greater economic burden on homeowners and residents, while also putting greater economic pressure on government to subsidize electricity prices (CBC, 2011b; Windeyer, 2011). For this reason, the greatest qualm that residents have about future renewable energy in Nunavut is the potential for further electricity rate increases.

Therefore, to gain community approval of renewable energy, full-scale economic analyses must be performed for various RETs across the territory. Life-cycle economic analysis can show that the levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) from RETs can in fact be lower than that of electricity generated from diesel fuel. The LCOE method considers the lifetime generated energy and costs to estimate a price per unit of energy generated. Already the costs of wind, solar, and hydro energy in southern Canada are substantially below what residents in Nunavut pay for diesel (Wiser and Bolinger, 2008; Hydro Québec, 2010; Branker et al., 2011). LCOE studies of RETs deployed at the MW-scale specifically in Nunavut are needed to show residents that they will not incur any additional electricity costs and in fact may considerably reduce energy-related costs compared to diesel fuel.

Including IQ in Policy Research and Development

The Nunavut population is largely Inuit (85% of the population); consequently there is a strong traditional and
cultural Inuit influence within communities. Therefore, an important part of community-based research in Nunavut is ensuring that Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit is incorporated into research and policy development. IQ can be defined as knowledge “communicated from elders to younger Inuit at a very early age through stories, songs, direct modeling of behaviour and legends that spoke of the success associated with remembering them” (GN, 2005). Not surprisingly, during the interviews, many respondents formulated their perspectives on solar, wind, and hydropower from their knowledge of the local natural resources in the region, including solar and wind patterns, rivers, and waterways. Therefore, exploring how a community’s IQ can be incorporated into renewable energy research and policy development could be very beneficial, since many Nunavummiut have a strong knowledge of their land and natural resources. Their ancestors lived completely off of the land, using only renewable energy and local sources. Now efforts are being made to replicate these old ways of living while maintaining the benefits of modern society.

FUTURE WORK

While the results of the interviews undertaken in this research have exposed a number of important issues that must be addressed to successfully integrate renewable energy in Nunavut, future research should expand the scale of the interviews. Increasing the number of interviews with Nunavummiut will allow future research to explore more perspectives and perform a more comprehensive analysis of challenges, opportunities, and actions. Moreover, given that social and environmental conditions vary from community to community, the scope of the interviews should be expanded to include the leaders of all Nunavut communities. From these data, an extensive assessment could be made of how each community would likely address the expansion or introduction of renewable energy at a municipal level.

While it is essential to understand local perspectives of renewable energy in Nunavut, it is equally important to explore the perspectives of the various government departments that are involved in northern renewable energy through federal and territorial policy-makers and government consultants. Further interviews are being undertaken with a number of key government policy-makers to determine what challenges and opportunities exist from a policy perspective. Combined, these results will help guide policymakers as they develop and shape new and more successful renewable energy policy in Nunavut and across the Arctic. Finally, to ensure that these new policies adequately address the needs of the communities, further studies should be undertaken beyond the preliminary investigation that established the technical viability of wind and solar energy for Nunavut (McDonald et al., 2012). These studies should provide high-resolution data on natural resources (e.g., solar radiation and wind speeds) and maps of rivers and other waterways that will allow planners to optimize RET system design for Nunavut. A comprehensive understanding of the current natural resources will help in developing policies for different regions based on the available resources.
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